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Mechanics of Additive and Advanced Manufacturing, Volume 8: Proceedings of the 2018 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied Mechanics ... Society for Experimental Mechanics Series)Springer, 2018

	
		Mechanics of Additive and Advanced Manufacturing, Volume 8 of the Proceedings of the 2018 SEM Annual Conference & Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the eighth volume of eight from the Conference, brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering.  The...
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Climate Friendly Goods and Technologies in Asia: Opportunities for Trade (SpringerBriefs in Environmental Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This book investigates the potential trade opportunity of climate friendly goods and technology (CFGT) in Asia and South Asia region, and uses a case study of India to clarify India's position on global warming and efforts to mitigate climate change impacts regionally and globally. In four main sections, the book applies...
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LGBTI Asylum Seekers and Refugees from a Legal and Political Perspective: Persecution, Asylum and IntegrationSpringer, 2019

	
		This book addresses the ‘three moments’ in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) asylum seekers’ and refugees’ efforts to secure protection: The reasons for their flight, the Refugee Status Determination process, and their integration into the host community once they are recognized refugee...
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Unlocking Creativity: How to Solve Any Problem and Make the Best Decisions by Shifting Creative MindsetsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Tear down the obstacles to creative innovation in your organization

	
		Unlocking Creativity is an exploration of the creative process and how organizations can clear the way for innovation. In many organizations, creative individuals face stubborn resistance to new ideas. Managers and executives oftentimes...
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Tribal Politics in the Borderland of Egypt and Libya (Palgrave Series in African Borderlands Studies)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book explores the tribal politics of the Awlad ‘Ali Bedouin in the borderland of Egypt and Libya. These tribal politics are part of heterarchy in which sovereignty is shared between tribes, states and other groups and, within this dynamic setting, the local politicians of the Awlad ‘Ali are essential producers of order beyond...
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Integrated Community-Managed Development: Strategizing Indigenous Knowledge and Institutions for Poverty Reduction and Sustainable Community Development in Indonesia (Cooperative Management)Springer, 2019

	This book provides an overview of recent advances in Integrated Community-Managed Development (ICMD) as an innovative strategy for the community-based development of local institutions in order to achieve lasting poverty reduction and empowerment. The original approach presented here to improving the lives and livelihoods of the poor takes...
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Creative Innovative Firms from Japan: A Benchmark Inquiry into Firms from Three Rival NationsSpringer, 2019

	This book discusses the ways in which characteristics of innovative firms and innovative talents with core competence in Japanese, Korean, German, and American contexts are developed and nurtured, and compares innovative firms with a long history of business operations from these four countries.
	
		Firstly, the book examines...
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South Korea’s 70-Year Endeavor for Foreign Policy, National Defense, and UnificationPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book brings Korea's finest foreign policy minds together in contemplating the risks and rewards of finally ending the 70 year stalemate between North and South Korea through reunification. While North Korea is in conflict with the United States over denuclearization and regime security, the South Korean government is focusing on...
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Basic Theory (De Gruyter Reference)De Gruyter, 2019

	Fractional calculus (FC) originated in 1695, nearly at the same time as conventional

	calculus. However, FC attracted limited attention and remained a pure mathematical

	exercise, in spite of the contributions of important mathematicians, physicists and

	engineers. FC had a rapid development during the last few decades, both in...
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EU Funds in the New Member States: Party Politicization, Administrative Capacities, and Absorption Problems after Accession (Palgrave Studies in European Union Politics)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book examines new member states’ problems with the absorption of EU funds. Since accession, many new member states from Central and Eastern Europe struggle to access their billions of development funds from Brussels. While existing research mostly emphasizes the role of states’ administrative capacities to account for absorption...
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Crowd Behavior Simulation of Pedestrians During Evacuation Process: DEM-Based Approach (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book introduces the use of the distinct element method (DEM) in modeling crowd behavior and simulating evacuation processes. Focusing on the mathematical computation of the uncertain behavior of evacuees, which is switching action behavior, it subsequently reproduces the crowd evacuation process under several conjectural...
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The Politics of Mass Digitization (The MIT Press)MIT Press, 2019

	A new examination of mass digitization as an emerging sociopolitical and sociotechnical phenomenon that alters the politics of cultural memory.
	
		Today, all of us with internet connections can access millions of digitized cultural artifacts from the comfort of our desks. Institutions and individuals add thousands of new...
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